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ABSTRACT
We build on recent work on argumentation frameworks for
generating desires and plans. We provide a rich instanti-
ation of Dung’s abstract argumentation framework for (i)
generating consistent desires; and (ii) generating consistent
plans for achieving these desires. This is done through three
distinct argumentation frameworks: one (now standard) for
arguing about beliefs, one for arguing about what desires the
agent should adopt, and one for arguing about what plans to
intend in order to achieve the agent’s desires. More specifi-
cally, we refine and extend existing approaches by providing
means for comparing arguments based on decision-theoretic
notions (cf. utility). Thus, the worth of desires and the cost
of resources are integrated into the argumentation frame-
works and taken into account when comparing arguments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various frameworks have been proposed for formalising and
mechanising the reasoning of autonomous software agents
based on mental attitudes such as beliefs, desires and inten-
tions (BDI). These range from theoretical models of mental
attitudes using modal logics [13], to operational agent ar-
chitectures such as AgentSpeak [5] and 3APL [8]. A central
feature of reasoning with mental attitudes is that conflict
may arise between various attitudes.
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Argumentation is a promising approach for reasoning with
inconsistent information, based on the construction and the
comparison of arguments [6]. The basic idea is that it should
be possible to say more about the certainty of a particular
fact than just assessing a probabilistic certainty degree in
the interval [0, 1]. In particular, it should be possible to as-
sess the reasons (i.e. arguments) why a fact holds, and to
combine and compare these arguments in order to reach a
conclusion. The process of argumentation may be viewed
as a kind of reasoning about arguments (considering attacks
and conflicts among them, comparing their strengths etc.)
in order to determine the most acceptable of them. Various
argument-based frameworks have been developed in defeasi-
ble reasoning [12] for generating and evaluating arguments.

Classicaly, argumentation has been mainly concerned with
theoretical reasoning : reasoning about propositional atti-
tudes such as knowledge and belief. Recently, a number
of attempts have been made to use argumentation to cap-
ture practical reasoning : reasoning about what to do. This
requires capturing arguments about non-propositional at-
titudes, such as desires and goals. Some argument-based
frameworks for practical reasoning are instantiations of Dung’s
abstract framework [6] (e.g. [1, 3, 9]). Others are opera-
tional and grounded in logic programming (e.g. [10, 14]).

In this paper, we build on recent work on argumenta-
tion frameworks for generating desires and plans [1, 3, 9].
We provide a rich, argumentation-based framework for (i)
generating consistent desires; and (ii) generating consistent
plans for achieving these desires. This is done through three
distinct argumentation frameworks: one (now standard) for
arguing about beliefs, one for arguing about what desires the
agent should adopt, and one for arguing about what plans to
intend in order to achieve the agent’s desires. More specifi-
cally, we refine and extend existing approaches by providing
means for comparing arguments based on decision-theoretic
notions (cf. utility). Thus, the worth of desires and the cost
of resources are integrated into the argumentation frame-
works and taken into account when comparing arguments.

The paper is organised as follows. After some formal pre-
liminaries in the next section, we present our three inte-
grated argumentation frameworks in Section 3. We discuss
related work in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we start by presenting the logical language
which will be used throughout this paper, as well as the
different mental states of the agents (their bases).
Let L be a propositional language, ` stands for classical



inference and ≡ for logical equivalence. From L we can
distinguish the three following sets of formulas:

• The set D which gathers all possible desires of agents.

• The set K which represents the knowledge.

• The set RES which contains all the available resources
in a system.

From the above sets, two kinds of rules can be defined:
desire-generation rules and planning rules.

Definition 1. (Desire-Generation Rules) A desire-
generation rule (or a desire rule) is an expression of the
form

ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn ∧ ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ψm ⇒ ψ

where ∀ ϕi ∈ K and ∀ ψi, ψ ∈ D.

The meaning of the rule is “if the agent believes ϕ1, . . . , ϕn

and desires ψ1, . . . , ψm, then the agent will desire ψ as well”.
And let head(ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn ∧ ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ψm ⇒ ψ) = ψ.

Let’s now define the notion of planning rule, which is the
basic building block for specifying plans.

Definition 2. (Planning Rules) A planning rule is an
expression of the form

ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn ∧ r1 · · · ∧ rm � ϕ

where ∀ ϕi ∈ D, ϕ ∈ D and ∀ri ∈ RES.

A planning rule expresses that if ϕ1, . . . , ϕn are achieved
and the resources r1, . . . , rm are used then ϕ is achieved.1

Let DGR and PR be the set of all possible desire gener-
ation rules and planning rules, respectively. Each agent is
equipped with four bases: a base Bb containing its basic be-
liefs, a base Bd containing its desire-generation rules, a base
Bp containing its planning rules and finally a base R which
will gather all the resources possessed by that agent. Beliefs
can be uncertain, desires may not have equal priority and
resources may have different costs.

Definition 3. (Agent’s bases) An agent is equipped
with four bases 〈Bb, Bd, Bp, R〉:

• Bb = {(βi, bi) : βi ∈ K, bi ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, . . . , n}. Pair
(βi, bi) means belief βi is certain at least to degree bi.
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• Bd = {(dgr i, wi) : dgr i ∈ DGR, wi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . ,m}.
Symbol wi denotes the worth of the desire head(dgr).
Let Worth(ψ) = wi.

• Bp = {pr i : pr i ∈ PR, i = 1, . . . , l}.

• R = {(ri, ci), i = 1, . . . , n} where ri ∈ RES and ci ∈ R
is the cost of consuming ri. Let Cost(ri) = ci be a
function which returns the cost of a given resource.

In what follows, B∗
b , B∗

d, B∗
p, R∗ will denote the sets of for-

mulas when the weights are ignored. Using desire-generation
rules, we can characterise potential desires.3

1Note that the implications defined in desire-generation
rules and planning rules are not material. So for example,
from ¬y and x � y, we cannot deduce ¬x.
2The certainty degree can be seen as a necessity measure of
possibility theory.
3Amgoud and Kaci [3] call them “potential initial goals.”
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Figure 1: General view of argument-based decision
making

Definition 4. (Potential Desire) The set of potential
desires of an agent is PD = {ψ : ∃ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn ∧ ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧
ψm ⇒ ψ ∈ B∗

d}.

These are “potential” desires because the agent does not
know yet whether the antecedents (i.e. bodies) of the corre-
sponding rules are true.

3. ARGUMENTATION FRAMEWORKS
The conceptual sketch of an argumentation framework is il-
lustrated in Figure 1. It is essential to distinguish between
arguing over beliefs and arguing over goals or desires. A
proposition is believed because it is true and relevant. De-
sires, on the other hand, are adopted because they are justi-
fied and achievable. A desire is justified because the world is
in a particular state that warrants its adoption. For exam-
ple, one might desire to go for a walk because she believes it
is a sunny day and may drop that desire if it started raining.
A desire is achievable, on the other hand, if the agent has a
plan that achieves that desire.

As a consequence of the different nature of beliefs and
desires, they are supported by two different types of argu-
ments. These arguments need to be treated differently, tak-
ing into account the different way they relate to one another.
For example, a belief argument can be attacked by arguing
that it is not consistent with observation, or because there
is a reason to believe the contrary. Arguments for desires,
on the other hand, could be attacked by demonstrating that
the justification of that desire does not hold, or that the
plan intended for achieving it is itself not achievable.

To deal with the different nature of the arguments in-
volved, we present three distinct argumentation frameworks:
one for reasoning about beliefs, another for arguing about
what desires are justified and should be pursued, and a third
for arguing about the best plan to intend in order to achieve
these desires. The first framework is based on existing liter-
ature on argumentation over beliefs, originally proposed by
Dung [6] and later extended by Amgoud and Cayrol [2]. For
arguing about desires and plans, we draw on and extend



work on argumentation-based desire-generation and plan-
ning [1, 3, 9].

3.1 Arguing over beliefs
Using beliefs, an agent can construct belief arguments, which
have a deductive form. Indeed, from a set of beliefs, another
belief is deduced as follows:

Definition 5. (Belief Argument)
A belief argument A is a pair A = 〈H,h〉 such that:

1. H ⊆ B∗
b ;

2. H is consistent;

3. H ` h;

4. H is minimal (for set ⊆) among the sets satisfying
conditions 1, 2, 3.

The support of the argument is denoted by SUPP(A) = H.
The conclusion of the argument is denoted by CONC(A) = h.
Ab stands for the set of all possible belief arguments that can
be generated from a belief base Bb.

In [2, 11], it has been argued that arguments may have forces
of various strengths, and consequently different definitions of
the force of an argument have been proposed. Generally, the
force of an argument can rely on the information from which
it is constructed. Belief arguments involve only one kind of
information: the beliefs. Thus, the arguments using more
certain beliefs are found stronger than arguments using less
certain beliefs. A certainty level is then associated with each
argument. That level corresponds to the less entrenched
belief used in the argument. This definition is also used in
belief revision [7].

Definition 6. (Certainty level) Let A = 〈H,h〉 ∈ Ab.
The certainty level of A is Level(A) = min{ai : ϕi ∈ H and
(ϕi, ai) ∈ Bb}.

The different forces of arguments make it possible to com-
pare pairs of arguments. Indeed, the higher the certainty
level of an argument is, the stronger that argument is. For-
mally:

Definition 7. (Comparing arguments) Let A1, A2 ∈
Ab. The argument A1 is preferred to A2, denoted A1 �b A2,
if and only if Level(A1) ≥ Level(A2).

Preference relations between belief arguments are used not
only to compare arguments in order to determine the “best”
ones, but also in order to refine the notion of acceptability
of arguments. Since a belief base may be inconsistent, then
arguments may be conflicting.

Definition 8. (Conflicts between Belief Arguments)
Let A1 = 〈H1, h1〉, A2 = 〈H2, h2〉 ∈ Ab.

• A1 undercuts A2 if ∃h′
2 ∈ H2 such that h1 ≡ ¬h′

2.

• A1 attacksb A2 iff A1 undercuts A2 and not (A2 �b

A1).

Having defined the basic concepts, we are now ready to
define the argumentation system for handling belief argu-
ments.

Definition 9. (Belief Argumentation framework)
An argumentation framework AFb for handling belief ar-
guments is a pair AFb = 〈Ab, Attackb〉 where Ab is the set
of belief arguments and attackb is the defeasibility relation
between arguments in Ab.

Since arguments are conflicting, it is important to know
what are the “good” ones, generally called acceptable. Be-
liefs supported by such arguments will be inferred from the
base Bb. Before defining the notion of acceptable arguments,
let’s first introduce a crucial notion of defence.

Definition 10. (Defence) Let S ⊆ Ab and A1 ∈ Ab.
S defends A1 iff for every belief argument A2 where A2

attacksb A1, there is some argument A3 ∈ S such that A3

attacksb A2.

An argument is acceptable either if it is not attacked, or if
it is defended by acceptable arguments.

Definition 11. (Acceptable Belief Argument) A be-
lief argument A ∈ Ab is acceptable with respect to a set of
arguments S ⊆ Ab if either:

– @A′ ∈ S such that A′ attacksb A; or

– ∀A′ ∈ S such that A′ attacksb A, we have an acceptable
argument A′′ ∈ S such that A′′ attacksb A

′.

This recursive definition enables us to characterise the set
of acceptable arguments using a fixed-point definition.

Proposition 1. Let AFb = 〈Ab, Attackb〉 be an argu-
mentation framework. And let F be a function such that
F(S) = {A ∈ Ab : S defends A}. The set Acc(Ab) of ac-
ceptable belief arguments is defined as: Acc(Ab) =

�
Fi≥0(∅)

Proof. Due to the use of propositional language and fi-
nite bases, the argumentation system is finitary, i.e each ar-
gument is attacked by a finite number of arguments. Since
the argumentation system is finitary then the function F is
continuous. Consequently, the least fixpoint of F is

�
Fi≥0(∅).

The set Acc(Ab) contains non-attacked arguments as well as
arguments defended directly or indirectly by non-attacked
ones.

3.2 Arguing over desires
Amgoud and Kaci have introduced explanatory arguments
as a means for generating desires from beliefs [3]. We ex-
tend this framework in this section and refine it in order to
resolve some problematic features caused by the fact that
they combine belief argumentation with desire argumenta-
tion in a single framework. Moreover, we consider more gen-
eral desire generation rules in the sense that a desire may
not only be generated from beliefs as in [3], but it can also
be generated from other desires.

In what follows, the functions BELIEFS(A), DESIRES(A)
and CONC(A) return respectively, for a given argument A,
the beliefs used in A, the desires supported by A and the
conclusion of the argument A.

Definition 12. (Explanatory Argument) Let 〈Bb,Bd〉
two bases.



• If ∃(⇒ φ) ∈ B∗
d then ⇒ φ is an explanatory argument

(A) with:
BELIEFS(A) = ∅
DESIRES(A) = {φ}
CONC(A) = φ

• If B1, . . ., Bn are belief arguments, and E1, . . . , Em

are explanatory arguments, and ∃ CONC(B1) ∧ . . . ∧
CONC(Bn) ∧ CONC(E1) ∧ . . . ∧CONC(Em) ⇒ ψ ∈ B∗

d

then B1, . . . Bn, E1, . . . Em ⇒ ψ is an explanatory ar-
gument (A) with:4

BELIEFS(A) = SUPP(B1)∪. . .∪SUPP(Bn)∪BELIEFS(E1)∪
. . . ∪ BELIEFS(Em)
DESIRES(A) = DESIRES(E1)∪ . . .∪DESIRES(Em)∪{ψ}
CONC(A) = ψ

TOP (A) = CONC(B1) ∧ . . . CONC(Bn) ∧ CONC(E1) ∧ . . .∧
CONC(Em) ⇒ ψ is the TOP rule of the argument.
Let Ad denote the set of all explanatory arguments that can
be generated from 〈Bb,Bd〉, and A = Ad ∪ Ab.

Example 1. Let waic ∈ K, aic ∈ D; waic denotes “there
is a relevant workshop at the Sydney AI conference;” aic de-
notes “attend the Sydney AI conference.” Suppose we have:
Bb = {(waic, 0.8)}
Bd = {(waic ⇒ aic, 6)}
Bp = ∅
R = ∅

The agent can construct the explanatory argument A1 in
favour of its desire to attend the Sydney AI conference:
B1: 〈{waic},waic〉
A1: B1 ⇒ aic

with BELIEFS(A1) = {waic}, DESIRES(A1) = {aic}, CONC(A1)
= {aic}.

Note that the above example involves a desire-generation
rule that contains beliefs only in its body. The following ex-
tended example shows how a desire can follow from another,
already generated desire.

Example 2. Extending example 1, let: keynote denote
“interesting key note speech”; attendkey denote “attend the
key note speech”. Suppose we have the following additional
desire-generation rule, which states that if there is an inter-
esting keynote speech at a conference I already desire to at-
tend, then I would also desire to attend that speech: (keynote∧
aic ⇒ attendkey , 8). Suppose also that the agent believes
that there is an interesting key note speech. Thus, we have
the following new bases:
Bb = {(waic, 0.8), (keynote, 0.7)}
Bd = {(waic ⇒ aic, 6), (keynote ∧ aic ⇒ attendkey , 8)}
Bp = ∅
R = ∅.

The agent can construct the explanatory argument A2 for
the desire to attend the keynote speech: B1: 〈{waic},waic〉
B2: 〈{keynote}, keynote〉
A1: B1 ⇒ aic
A2: B2, A1 ⇒ attendkey

with BELIEFS(A1) = {waic}, BELIEFS(A2) = {waic, keynote},
DESIRES(A1) = {aic}, DESIRES(A2) = {aic, attendkey},
CONC(A1) = {aic} and CONC(A2) = {attendkey}.

4Note that Bi and Ei are comma-separated argument labels,
not a conjunction of formulae (as in desire generation rules).

As with belief arguments, explanatory arguments may have
different forces. However, since explanatory arguments in-
volve two kinds of information: beliefs and desires, their
strengths depend on both the quality of beliefs (using the
notion of certainty level) and the importance of the sup-
ported desire. Formally:

Definition 13. (The force of explanatory arguments)
Let A ∈ Ad be an explanatory argument. The force of A is
Force(A) = <Level(A), Weight(A)> where:

• Level(A) = min{ai : ϕi ∈ BELIEFS(A) and (ϕi, ai) ∈
Bb}. If BELIEFS(A) = ∅ then Level(A) = 1;

• Weight(A) = wi such that (TOP (A), wi) ∈ Bd.

In order to avoid any kind of wishful thinking, belief ar-
guments are supposed to take precedence over explanatory
ones. Formally:

Definition 14. (Comparing mixed arguments) ∀A1

∈ Ab and ∀A2 ∈ Ad, it holds that A1 is preferred to A2,
denoted A1 �d A2.

Concerning explanatory arguments, one may prefer an argu-
ment which will, for sure, justify an important desire. This
suggests the use of a conjunctive combination of the cer-
tainty level of the argument and its weight. However, a
simple conjunctive combination is open to discussion since
it gives an equal weight to the importance of the desire and
to the certainty of the set of beliefs that establishes that the
desire takes place. Indeed, since beliefs verify the validity
and the feasibility of desires, it is important that beliefs take
precedence over the desires. This is translated by the fact
that the certainty level of the argument is more important
than the priority of the desire. Formally:

Definition 15. (Comparing explanatory arguments)
Let A1, A2 ∈ Ad. A1 is preferred to A2, denoted by A1 �d

A2, iff

• Level(A1) > Level(A2), or

• Level(A1) = Level(A2) and Weight(A1) > Weight(A2).

An explanatory argument for some desire can be defeated
either by a belief argument (which undermines the truth of
the underlying belief justification), or by another explana-
tory argument (which undermines one of the existing desires
the new desire is based on). Figure 2 summaries this notion
of attack.

Definition 16. (Attack among Explanatory and Be-
lief Arguments)
Let A1, A2 ∈ Ad and A3 ∈ Ab.

• A3 b-undercuts A2 iff ∃h′ ∈ BELIEFS(A2) such that
CONC(A3) =≡ ¬h′;

• A1 d-undercuts A2 iff ∃h′ ∈ DESIRES(A2) such that
CONC(A1) ≡ ¬h′;

• An argument A′ ∈ A attacksd A2 ∈ Ad iff A′ b-
undercuts or d-undercuts A2 and not (A2 �d A

′).



B2 |- ¬B1

B1 |- b

undercut

B1&D1 |- d

B2 |- ¬B1

b-undercut

Belief Arguments:
undercut: Undermine the truth of the support

B2 &D2 |- ¬D1

d-undercut

Explanatory (Desire) Arguments:
b-undercut: Undermine the truth of a belief in the support
d-undercut: Undermine the desirability of desires in the support

Figure 2: Summary of attacks involving belief and
explanatory arguments

The following example illustrates the above concepts.

Example 3. (Builds on example 1) The agent finds out
that the workshop has been cancelled (wcancel). That agent
does not desire to go to the AI conference if it is not of
international standing (int). Unfortunately the Sydney AI
conference is not a good one. So the new bases are:
Bb = {(waic, 0.8), (wcancel, 1), (wcancel → ¬waic, 0.8),

(¬int, 1)}
Bd = {(waic ⇒ aic, 6), (¬int ⇒ ¬aic, 9)}
Bp = ∅
R = ∅.

The following arguments can be built:
B1: 〈{waic},waic〉
B2: 〈{wcancel,wcancel → ¬waic},¬waic〉
B3: 〈{¬int},¬int〉
A1: B1 ⇒ aic
A2: B3 ⇒ ¬aic

It is clear that the argument B2 b-undercuts the argument
A1 since waic ∈ BELIEFS(A1) and CONC(B2) = ¬waic. The
argument A2 d-undercuts the argument A1 since CONC(A2)
= ¬aic and aic ∈ DESIRES(A1).

Now that we have defined the notions of argument and de-
feasibility relation, we are ready to define the argumentation
framework that should return the justified/valid desires.

Definition 17. (Argumentation framework) An ar-
gumentation framework AFd for handling explanatory argu-
ments is a tuple AFd = 〈Ab, Ad, Attackb, Attackd〉 where
Ab is the set of belief arguments, Ad the set of explanatory
arguments, and attackd is the defeasibility relation between
arguments in A and attackb is the defeasibility relation be-
tween arguments in Ab.

The definition of acceptable explanatory arguments is based
on the notion of defence. Unlike belief arguments, an ex-
planatory argument can be defended by either a belief ar-
gument or an explanatory argument. Formally:

Definition 18. (Defence among Explanatory and
Belief Arguments)
Let S ⊆ A and A ∈ A. S defends A iff ∀A′ ∈ A where A′

attacksb (or attacksd) A, there is some argument A′′ ∈ S
which attacksb (or attacksd) A

′.

F ′ is a function such that F ′(S) = {A ∈ A such that S
defends A}.

One can show easily that the function F is monotonic. Thus,
it admits a least fixpoint. This last captures the acceptable
arguments of AFd.

Proposition 2. Let AFd = 〈Ab, Ad, Attackb, Attackd〉
be an argumentation framework. The set Acc(Ad) of ac-
ceptable explanatory arguments is defined as

Acc(Ad) = ( � F ′
i≥0(∅)) ∩ Ad

Proof. Due to the use of propositional language and fi-
nite bases, the argumentation system is finitary, i.e each ar-
gument is attacked by a finite number of arguments. Since
the argumentation system is finitary then the function F ′

is continuous. Consequently, the least fixpoint of F ′ is�
F ′

i≥0(∅).

One can show that the above argumentation framework cap-
tures the results of the first framework which handles belief
arguments.

Proposition 3. Let AFd = 〈Ab, Ad, Attackb, Attackd〉
be an argumentation framework.

�
F ′

i≥0(∅) = Acc(Ab) ∪
Acc(Ad)

Proof. This follows directly from the definitions of F
and F ′, and the fact that belief arguments are not attacked
by explanatory arguments since we suppose that belief ar-
guments are preferred to explanatory ones.

Definition 19. (Justified desire) A desire ψ is justi-
fied iff ∃ A ∈ Ad such that CONC(A) = ψ, and A ∈ Acc(Ad).

Desires supported by acceptable explanatory arguments are
justified and hence the agent will pursue them (if they are
achievable).

3.3 Arguing over plans
In the previous section, we have presented a framework for
arguing about desires and producing a set of justified desires.
In what follows we will show, among these justified desires,
which ones will be pursued and with which plan.
The basic building block of a plan is the notion of “partial
plan,” which corresponds to a planning rule.

Definition 20. (Partial Plan) A partial plan is a pair
[H,ϕ] where

• ϕ ∈ R and H = ∅, or

• ϕ ∈ D and H = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, r1 . . . , rm} such that
∃ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn ∧ r1 · · · ∧ rm � ϕ ∈ Bp.

A partial plan [H,ϕ] is elementary iff H = ∅.

Definition 21. (Instrumental Argument, or Com-
plete Plan) An instrumental argument is a pair 〈G, d〉 such
that d ∈ D, and G is a finite tree such that:

• the root of the tree is a partial plan [H, d];

• a node [{ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, r1 . . . , rm}, h′] has exactly n + m
children [H ′

1, ϕ1], . . . [H
′
n, ϕn], [∅, r1], . . . [∅, rm] where

each [H ′
i, ϕi], [∅, rk] is a partial plan;

• the leaves of the tree are elementary partial plans.



Nodes(G) is a function which returns the set of all partial
plans of tree G, Des(G) is a function which returns the set of
desires that plan G achieves, and Resources(G) is a function
which returns the set of all resources needed to execute G.

Let Ap denotes the set of all instrumental arguments that
can be built from agent’s bases.

An instrumental argument may achieve one or several de-
sires of different worths with a certain cost. So the strength
of that argument is the “benefit” or “utility” which is the
difference between the worths of the desires and the cost of
the plan. Formally:

Definition 22. (Strength of Instrumental Arguments)
Let A = 〈G, g〉 be an instrumental argument. The utility of
A is

Utility(A) = �
di∈Des(G)

Worth(di)− �
rj∈Resources(G)

Cost(rj).

In [3], the strength of an instrumental argument is defined
only on the basis of the weight of the corresponding desire.
That definition does not account for the cost of executing
the plan.

Example 4. A customer requires a car hire (a resource)
in order to go to Sydney (a goal), which in turn achieves the
agent’s wish to attend an Artificial Intelligence conference
(a desire). The customer desires to attend the AI confer-
ence because he believes it includes a workshop related to his
research (a belief that justifies the desire). Let:

aic = “attend the Sydney AI conference”;
syd = “go to Sydney”;
reg = “pay conference registration”;
rent = “rent a car”;
ford = “get a particular car of make Ford”;
pay$100 = “pay $100”;
pay$200 = “pay $200”;5

We can now specify the following, for the buyer agent B and
seller agent S:

1. BB
b = {(waic, 1)}

2. BB
d = {(waic ⇒ aic, 6)}

3. BB
p =

����� ����
syd ∧ reg � aic

rent � syd

ford ∧ pay$200 � rent

pay$100 � reg

4. RES = {pay$100, pay$200, ford}

5. RB = {pay$100, pay$200}

6. RS = {ford}

Figure 3 shows an instrumental argument, for attending the
Sydney AI conference, that agent B can construct using the
above information. Note that this plan involves the execution
of action ford by agent S, because B does not have “ford”
as one of its resources. Without getting the car from S, B
cannot make it to Sydney using this plan.

5Realistically, one requires a more elaborate treatment of
actions, e.g. the agent must also be able to pay $300, or pay
$50 six times. For simplicity, we suffice with these illustra-
tive unique actions.

[{syd,reg},aic]

[{rent}, syd] [{pay$100}, reg]

[{ford, pay$200},  rent]

[Ø,do(B, pay$100)][Ø,do(S, ford)] [Ø,do(B, pay$200)]

Figure 3: Complete plan for example 4

In [1], it has been shown that there are four great fami-
lies of conflicts between partial plans. In fact, two partial
plans [H1, h1] and [H2, h2] may be conflicting for one of the
following reasons:

• desire-desire conflict, ie {h1} ∪ {h2} ` ⊥

• plan-plan conflict, ie H1 ∪H2 ` ⊥.

• consequence-consequence conflict, ie the consequences
of achieving the two desires h1 and h2 are conflicting.

• plan-consequence conflict, ie the planH1 conflicts with
the consequences of achieving h2.

The above conflicts are captured when defining the notion
of conflict-free sets of instrumental arguments.

Definition 23. (Conflict-free sets of instrumental
arguments) Let S ⊆ Ap. S is conflict-free, with respect to
the agent’s beliefs B∗

b , iff @ B′ ⊆ B∗
b such that:

1. B′ is consistent, and

2.
�

〈G,d〉∈S
[

�
[H,h]∈Nodes(G)(H ∪ {h})] ∪ B′ `⊥

As with belief and explanatory arguments, we now present
the notion of an acceptable set of instrumental arguments.

Definition 24. (Acceptable Set of Instrumental Ar-
guments) Let S ⊆ Ap. S is acceptable iff:

• S is conflict-free.

• S is maximal for set inclusion among the sets verifying
the above condition.

Let S1, . . ., Sn be the different acceptable sets of instrumen-
tal arguments.

Definition 25. (Achievable desire) Let S1, . . ., Sn

be the different acceptable sets of instrumental arguments.
A desire ψ is achievable iff ∃S′ ∈ {S1, . . . , Sn}, such that
〈G,ψ〉 ∈ S′

Definition 26. (Utility of Set of Instrumental Ar-
guments) For an acceptable set of instrumental arguments
S = {〈G1, d1〉, . . . , 〈Gm, dm〉}, the set of all desires achieved
by S and all resources consumed by S as follows:
DE(S) = {gl : gl ∈ Des(Gk), l = 1, . . . , h, k = 1, . . . ,m}
RE(S) = {rl : rl ∈ Res(Gk), l = 1, . . . , h, k = 1, . . . ,m}
The utility of a set of arguments S is:

Utility(S) = �
gi∈DE(S)

Worth(gi)− �
rj∈Resources(S)

Cost(rj).



We can now construct a complete pre-ordering on the set
{S1, . . . , Sn} of acceptable sets of instrumental arguments.
The basic idea is to prefer the set with a maximal total
utility: a maximal set of consistent plans.

Definition 27. (Preferred set)
Let S1, . . . , Sn be the acceptable sets of instrumental argu-
ments. Si is preferred to Sj iff Utility(Si) ≥ Utility(Sj)

Note that the above definition allows for cases where a set
with a single desire/plan pair is preferred to another set with
two or more desire/plan pairs (because the utility achieved
by this desire is higher than the other two). This is more
flexible than the frameworks of Amgoud and of Hustijn and
van der Torre [1, 9], where sets with maximal number of
desires are privileged, with no regard to their priority or the
cost of different plans.

In order to be pursued, a desire should be both justified
(i.e supported by an acceptable explanatory argument) and
also achievable. Such desires will form the intentions of the
agent.

Definition 28. (Intention set)
Let T ⊆ PD. T is an intention set iff:

1. ∀di ∈ T , di is justified and achievable.

2. ∃Sl ∈ {S1, . . . , Sn} such that ∀di ∈ T , ∃ 〈Gi, di〉 ∈ Sl.

3. ∀ Sk 6= Sl with Sk satisfying condition 2, then Sl is
preferred to Sk.

4. T is maximal for set inclusion among the subsets of
PD satisfying the above conditions.

The second condition ensures that the desires are achiev-
able together. If there is more than one intention set, a single
one must be selected (e.g. at random) to become the agent’s
intention. The chosen set is denoted by I. Finally, the in-
tended resources, denoted IR ⊆ RES denote the resources
needed by plans in Sl for achieving I. The example below,
depicted in Figure 4, puts the above concepts together.

Example 5. (Extends example 4) Suppose the buyer also
would like to go on holiday to New Zealand and must reason
with a limited budget. Let:

nz = “take a holiday in New Zealand”;
flynz = “fly to New Zealand”;
hotel = “book a hotel accommodation”;
friend = “stay at a friend’s place”;
call = “call a friend”;

Suppose the agent has the following new desire generation
knowledge base: BB

d = {(waic ⇒ aic, 0.6),⇒ nz , 0.5)} and
that desires aic and nz are justified.

Finally, suppose costs are assigned as follows: Cost(pay$200) =
0.2, Cost(pay$100 ) = 0.1, Cost(pay$200 ) = 0.2, Cost(call) =
0, Cost(ford) = 0).6

Suppose the buyer has two instrumental arguments for go-
ing to New Zealand: one requires booking a hotel (and paying
$200), while the other involves calling a friend to arrange a
stay at his place. There are no conflicts between the argu-
ments A1, A2 and A3. Thus, there exists a unique acceptable
set of instrumental arguments {A1, A2, A3}. Since the de-
sires aic and nz are supposed justifies, then there is a unique
intention set I = {aic,nz}.

6The cost of “ford” to the buyer is zero because this resource
is possessed by the seller and hence would only incur a cost
to the seller.

4. RELATED WORKS
Recently, a number of attempts have been made to use for-
mal models of argumentation as a basis for practical rea-
soning. Some of these models (e.g. [1, 3, 9]) are instan-
tiations of the abstract argumentation framework of Dung
[6], and our work is a contribution to this approach. Other
approaches are based on an encoding of argumentative rea-
soning in logic programs (e.g. [10, 14]) or on completely new
theories of practical reasoning and persuasion (e.g. [4, 15]).

Amgoud [1] presented an argumentation framework for
generating consistent plans from a given set of desires and
planning rules. This was later extended with argumentation
frameworks that generate the desires themselves (see below).

Amgoud and Kaci [3] have a notion of “conditional rule,”
which is meant to generate desires from beliefs. Our desire
generation rules are more general. In particular, we allow
the generation of desires not only from beliefs, but also on
the basis of other desires. Hence, our desire generation rules
are more general.

Another problem arises because Amgoud and Kaci’s defi-
nition does not distinguish between desires and beliefs in the
antecedent and consequent of these rules. This may lead to
incorrect inferences where an agent may conclude beliefs on
the basis of yet-unachieved desires, hence exhibiting a form
of wishful thinking. Our approach resolves this by distin-
guishing between beliefs and desires in the rule antecedents,
allowing desires only in the consequent, and refining the no-
tion of attack among explanatory arguments accordingly.

Hulstijn and van der Torre [9], on the other hand, have
a notion of “desire rule,” which contains only desires in the
consequent. But their approach is still problematic. It re-
quires that the selected goals7 are supported by goal trees8

which contain both desire rules and belief rules that are de-
ductively consistent. This consistent deductive closure again
does not distinguish between desire literals and belief liter-
als (see Proposition 2 in [9]). This means that one cannot
both believe ¬p and desire p. In our framework, on the
other hand, the distinction enables us to have an acceptable
belief argument for believing ¬p and, at the same time, an
acceptable explanatory argument for desiring p.

Another advantage of our framework is that it derives
preferences among explanatory and instrumental arguments
using both worth and cost measures. This contrasts with
Amgoud’s and Hulstijn and van der Torre’s frameworks,
which privilege extensions with maximal number of desires
without regard to desire priorities and resource cost. And
while [3] does incorporate the weight of desires when calcu-
lating the strength of an instrumental argument, the cost of
executing plans is not taken into account.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a formal model for reasoning about desires
(generating desires and plans for achieving them) based on
argumentation theory. We adapted the notions of attack
and preference among arguments in order to capture the
differences in arguing about beliefs, desires and plans. We
incorporated both the worth of desires and cost of resources
in order to produce intentions that maximise utility.

One of the main advantages of our framework is that,
being grounded in argumentation, it lends itself naturally

7Similar to our justified desires
8Similar to our explanatory arguments.



[{hotel, flynz},nz]

[Ø,do(B, pay$200)] [Ø,do(B, pay$200)]

[{pay$200}, flynz][{pay$200}, hotel]

[{friend, flynz},nz]

[Ø,do(B, call)] [Ø,do(B, pay$200)]

[{pay$200}, flynz][{call}, friend]

A2 A3

[{syd,reg},aic]

[{rent}, syd] [{pay$100}, reg]

[{ford, pay$200},  rent]

[Ø,do(B, pay$100)][Ø,do(S, ford)] [Ø,do(B, pay$200)]

A1

Figure 4: Plans for example 5

to facilitating dialogues about desires and plans. Indeed, we
are currently extending our framework with dialogue game
protocols in order to facilitate negotiation and persuasion
among agents. Another interesting area of future work is
investigating the relationship between our framework and
axiomatic approaches to BDI agents.
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